Subject- ENGLISH
Note- Do all the work on A4 size sheets and spiral them after
completing it.
1. Make a pictionary of 50 new words, explaining it through picture,
words and by framing sentence.
2. Watch Tom and Jerry cartoon show and narrate in about 60 to 80
words it's 3 episodes. Describe the characters before narration.
3. Read the novel prescribed and write a note on author and also write
summary of the nove
4. Learn any poem and make a video of it and send it to me.
5. Coordinate with your friends and family and enact various situations
given in the book, 'Let's Speak English'. Try to cover all the situations.
6. Write a story on any super natural character of your choice.
7.Pick any 30 words from your Main Course Book and then arrange
them in alphabetical order.

5TH CLASS MATHEMATICS HOLIDAY HOMEWORK

1. Prepare a chart of different type of fractions ( by using pulses or buttons).

2. Measurement project
Make a robot and list down its various measurements as shown in
the picture below .

3. Using match sticks prepare a chart , depicting various angles .

4. Do the given worksheet .

Subject - Science
1) Make a poster depicting healthy food.
2) Enjoy your day with fruit chat or salad.Make a video with a bowl of
chat or salad depicting the nutrients present in that.
3) Prepare an attractive menu card of your imaginary restaurant.
4) Do the given worksheets in your notebook.

GK HOLIDAYS HOME WORK
1. Record maximum and minimum temperature for the month of may and highlight the day
with maximum temperature and minimum temperature for the month.
2. Cut and paste/ write headlines from the newspaper everyday.
3. Write 10 news on current affairs.
4. What is necessity of using mask and draw a figure of Corona virus
5. What measures should be taken by our prime minister to check/slow down the spread of
coronavirus .
6. Do the following worksheet in your GK notebook:

1. How many years make a century?
2. Name three oceans.
3. Which is heavier, gold or plastic?
4. Name two gases.
5. How many cents are there in a euro?
6. Name three deserts.
7. Name three metals.
8. Name three islands.
9. Name three birds.
10. How many legs does an ant have?
11. Of which country is Vienna the capital?
12. How many inches are there in a foot?
13. Is Spain bigger than Portugal?
14. Where do polar bears live?
15. How many legs does a spider have?
16. How many feet are there in a yard?
17. Which is closer to China - Laos or Wales?

18. Name three rivers.
19. Is a jellyfish animal or vegetable?
20. How many sides does an octagon have?

BHAI JOGA SINGH PUBLIC SCHOOL
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
SUBJECT – COMPUTER
CLASS I – 9
CLASS 1
COMPUTER - Draw a picture of a Computer and label its parts. (Do it in any rough
copy)
CLASS 2
COMPUTER - 1)Draw a picture of a Computer and label its parts . 2) Write the four
features of Computers. 3) Name the places where computer are used. 4) What can you do
with the help of a Computer. (Do it in any rough copy)
CLASS 3
COMPUTER - 1)Write the functions of a Computer with examples (Any 2). 2) Define
Hardware & Software also click the pictures from anywhere like Newspaper or Magazine
save in your mobile phone(Make a separate folder 1) Hardware 2) Software). 3) Name
the two types of Software. 4) Write the names of Input Devices and Output Devices.
CLASS 4
COMPUTER – 1)Draw the pictures of Input Devices and Output Devices. 2) Write the
short note on a)Keyboard b) Web Camera c) Mouse d) Scanner e) Barcode Reader f)
Light Pen g)Microphone.
2) Click the pictures of Input and Output devices from Newspaper , Magazine and TV or
anywhere and save it in your mobile phone by making separate folder 1)Input Devices 2)
Output Devices.
CLASS 5
COMPUTER - 1) Create a page in MS –Word and Compare the two applications Zoom
Cloud Meeting and Google Meet . Save as - app.doc.
CLASS 6
COMPUTER -1) Make a Power Point Presentation on ‘ Control Measures for
COVID-19’ . Based on 5 Main Principles – 1) Stay Home When Sick 2) Hand Hygiene
3) Respiratory and Personal Hygiene 4) Physical Distancing 5) Cleaning and
Disinfecting.
CLASS 7
COMPUTER – Create and Maintain the Daily Change in Statistics of Coronavirus
Disease in India in MS- Excel .
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CLASS 8
COMPUTER – Create and compare the daily statistics of Coronavirus Disease in India
with the other Countries in MS- Excel.
_
CLASS 9
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY – Project Work
Create an interesting presentation on ‘Wireless Computing’. Take guidelines from the
ideas given below but do proper research on the internet to gather facts and images about
wireless computing. You can use search engines like Google and Bing.
Hints 1)Define Wireless Computing
2)Seven Trends in Wireless Living
3)Any data , any time , any place
4)Full range of Wireless Technologies
5)Handset Evolution and Convergence
6)A Vision of the Future
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